• BOOKS


   - **South Asia Edition:** Gurugram (India): Three Essays Collective, 2017.
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- **EDITED VOLUMES**


    Reviews In:
• ARTICLES IN REFEREED JOURNALS & BOOKS


*ARTICLES IN ENCYCLOPEDIAS & REFERENCE WORKS*


_Articles/Interviews in Magazines/Newspapers & TV Appearances_

   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NDow5mGbBD0
   http://www.lyoncapitale.fr/Journal/Lyon/Culture/Litterature/L-islam-devient-un-sujet-controverse-a-cause-de-la-pensee-salafiste
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDLeQrfDQpc](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDLeQrfDQpc)
- **French Translation:** "Les enigmes du livre." forthcoming.


**Appearances on Documentaries**


4. *Jerusalem: Center of the World* documentary film, produced for PBS TV (first aired on 1 April 2009).
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